
Competition Calibrated Weights

Werk San smaller increment Olympic Competition Metal Training Plates IWF 
colour coded and manufactured to the highest specification these "change plates" 
are the perfect compliment to Werk San IWF or Lionfit plates with increments 
befitting any weightlifting club.

Price from£43.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-coloured-metal-training-disk

Made for the most demanding professional, these LionFit competition style 
training plates are of the highest-quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial 25kg 
olympic plates from Werk San.

Price: £473.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-25kg

Made for the most demanding professional, these Lionfit competition style training 
plates are of the highest-quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial 20kg olympic 
plates from Werk San.

Price: £378.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-20kg

Made for the most demanding professional, these competition plates are of the 
highest-quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial 15kg olympic plates from Werk 
San.

Price: £310.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-15kg

Made for the most demanding professional, these competition plates are of the 
highest-quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial 10kg olympic plates from Werk 
San.

Price: £222.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-10kg

http://www.gymratz.co.uk
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-coloured-metal-training-disk
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http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-10kg


These WerkSan calibrated 25kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £335.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
25kg

These WerkSan calibrated 20kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £310.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
20kg

These WerkSan calibrated 15kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £280.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
15kg

These WerkSan calibrated 10kg competition plates are of the highest quality. IWF 
colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San 
Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £247.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate-
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IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated (to a tolerance of +20g/ - 10g) 
olympic plate. Made for the most demanding professional, these calibrated 
weights are of the highest-quality and offered at an affordable price.

Price: £149.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate

IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated (to a tolerance of +20g/ - 10g) 
olympic plate. Made for the most demanding professional, these plates are of the 
highest-quality and offered at an affordable price.

Price: £159.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/25kg-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate

IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated (to a tolerance of +20g/ - 10g) 
olympic plate. Made for the most demanding professional, these plates are of the 
highest-quality and offered at an affordable price.

Price: £109.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10kg-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate

IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated (to a tolerance of +/-20g/ - 10g) 
olympic plate. Made for the most demanding professional, these weight plates are 
of the highest-quality and offered at an affordable price.

Price: £124.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/15kg-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate

The Men's competition bar is rated to 600kg, weighs 20kg, is 2.2m long, has a 
28mm sprung steel shaft, and has steel sleeves with needle bearings. (soft 
knurling)

This bar is manufactured to the highest quality and has a lifetime warranty.

RRP: £749.99

Our Price: £659.00
You Save: £90.99 - 12 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/competition-weightlifting-bar

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/20kg-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/25kg-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate
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http://www.gymratz.co.uk/competition-weightlifting-bar


The ladies competition bar is rated to 400kg, weighs 15kg, is 2.05m long, has a 
25mm sprung steel shaft, and has steel sleeves with needle bearings.

This bar is manufactured to the highest quality and has a lifetime warranty.

RRP: £749.99

Our Price: £549.00
You Save: £200.99 - 27 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/ladies-competition-weightlifting-bar

Full set of competition-quality calibrated weights and bar. Set includes:
1 x Men's Competition Weightlifting Bar (2200mm, rated to 600kg)
2 x Olympic Competition Calibrated Plate 25kg (450mm x 46mm)
2 x Olympic Competition Calibrated Plate 20kg (450mm x 40mm)
2 x Olympic...

RRP: £2,499.99

Our Price: £1,795.00
You Save: £704.99 - 28 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-competition-weights-set

Made for the most demanding professional, these competition plates are of the 
highest-quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated olympic plates from 
Werk San. Werk San Sport International are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish 
Eleiko or Chinese Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price from£247.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-calibrated-plate

Werksan Lionfit Bar 7ft (20kg) - A supreme quality IWF accredited training bar 
made to professional standards

Price: £465.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-competition-weightlifting-bar
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Calibrated Olympic plates for competitors or those who simply would like their 
weights to weigh what it says on the label!

Price from£104.11

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-competition-olympic-plates

Gym Ratz - (Fitness Equipment UK)

GymRatz - Fitness Equipment, 199 Avonmouth Road, Avonmouth, Bristol, BS11 9EG UK

Tel: 0845 86 86 888 Fax: 0870 4711 011 

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-competition-olympic-plates

